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And the winner is. • • 
Fung, HamBoussi, Levant, and Thompson win SBA Board positions 
by Sam Chi, Editor-in-Chief President-Elect Fung said that she SBA's President. "By being Vice "I hope the SBA will work 
For all of you on the edge of was "very pleased." "I'm looking President,"HamBoussi said, "I can closely with all of the student or­
your seats, the Student Bar Asso­ forward to next year. I want to ensure that I have time for the ganizations," Levant said. 
ciation election results are in. The enhance communication among other organizations I'm involved Gaining the biggest landslide 
1996 SBA elections proved to be the administration, SBA and the with." He added, "The fact that victory ofthe evening, current SBA 
the race of the write-in candidate. student body," Fung said. "When I you 're involved in an organization Parliamentarian Pete Thompson 
Of the four positions open, only leave SBA, I hope that it will hold because you like it does not mean overwhelmingly won reelection. 
two were contested. Less than a the respect that it deserves," she you have to hold the highest posi­ Garnering support from 210 of 
third of the student population added. tion. I still have the same dedica­ 277 people voting, Thompson dev­
voted. In an unusual flip-flop of po­ tion, and the organization needs astated his 13 write-in opponents 
The uncontested race for SBA sition, current SBA President [the efforts of] many people to -- none of whom received more 
President was handily won by cur­ George Hamboussi was elected [succeed]." than 2 votes. "I'm very happy," 
rent 2L Class Director Prudence to the position of Vice President. The race for SBA Treasurer Thompson said. 
Fung. Taking 164 votes, Fung, the HamBoussi, 2L, beat SBA ILClass was the nail-biter of the two-day 
sole presidential candidate named Director Steve Salob. President polling. Although 2L Class Di­ Thompson indicated that there 
on the ballot, easily beat her near­ HamBoussi noted, "I'm glad I won, rector Bari Levant beat her clos­ was a lot of work to still to be 
est opponent, write-in Menelik because that's the goal when you est opponent Theresa Wolneiwicz done. "There are a number of 
Alleyne. Alleyne, 2L, who gar­ run." When asked about his 110 by a 20 vote margin, the contested things we have to get done organi­
nered 22 votes, was followed by vote margin, HamBoussi said that race was the closest in the elec­ zationally. Student groups need to 
IL Class Director Shantelle he didn't expect to win by that tion. Wolneiwicz, lL, who was hold elections and budgets need 
Hughes with 11 votes. Twenty­ much. "It makes me feel confident also named on the ballot, captured to be worked out." He said that the 
seven other candiates were also that I have the approval ofothers," a respectable 84 votes. She, by role ofthe SBAwill have to change 
written in, including Professor he said. far, did the best among those in the as money becomes more scarce. 
Schlegel. Most received only one HamBoussi said that it will also-ran category. Third place fin­ "We are going to have to be more 
vote. not be difficult being the SBA's isher, lL write-in candidate in tune with what's happening in 
When asked for comment, Vice President after being the Patricia Potts gained 34 votes. Albany," Thompson said. 
SBA meeting a five hour marathon 
Student groups scramble for funding 
by Kristin Greeley, Vice President Jeremy Toth 
Asst. News Editor reported that according to an SBA 
The SBA held a five hour by-law passed last year, student 
marathon session on Thursday, groups must submit a budget in the 
February 29 into early Friday, Fall and the Spring. "So far," said 
March 1. The bulk of the meeting Toth, "few groups had actually sub­
centered around the SBA's deli­ mitted their budgets. The budgets 
cate financial situation and the al­ are due three weeks into the se­
location of their scarce funds. mester." 
About fifty students repre­ Pete Thompson then gave the 
senting Asian American Law Stu­ Parliamentarian's report announc­
dents Asssociation, Black Law ing that the petitions needed to run 
Students Association, Latin for an SBA Executive Board posi­
American Law Students Associa­ tion were due that day. As of 
tion, and the Native American Law March 1, 1996, only six petitions 
Students Association attended the had been received for the four 
meeting to show their support for positions. 
the Annual Students of Color Prudence Fung and Bari Le­
Recognition Dinner. vant, 2L Class Directors, reported 
The meeting began with SBA that 284 tickets had been sold for 
President George HamBoussi giv­ the Barrister's Ball, in addition to 
ing both the President's and all fifty subsidized tickets for non­
Treasurer's Reports. Treasurer law students. Fung and Levant 
Mercedes Lindao was excused further reported that Bar Bri paid 
from the meeting. nochoice ... Last year's treasurer "They don't want us to touch the gets. The $22,000 that this year's for the D.J. and the Dean's Asso­
HamBoussi began hy elabo­ budgeted it at $10,000, knowing capital expenditures or any of the SBA should have been able to al­ ciation paid for professors who 
rating on the SBA's current finan­ we had a contract for $16,232," other lines. In order to do that, locate is untouchable, being tied chose to attend. 
cial situation. The SBA's finan­ HamBoussi said. there has to he a [two-third-;] vote up in individual student group Alfredo Acevedo, 2L Class 
cial troubles stem partly from tele­ HamBoussi said that the SBA lines.of the entire SBA hoard to elimi­ Director introduced two motions. 
phone and photocopying bills left received $8922.10 at the end of nate that line." The SBA also owes BPILP The first motion required the SBA 
over from la,;t year. last year from groups who had not Last year, the SBA intended the $5,000 it promised them last to hear petitions for funding from 
Another major budgeting used all of their budgeted fund,;. to create a discretionary fund for year, plus up to $2,500 in match­ all groups requesting funding be­
problem is the accounting con­ "They [Suh-Board] highly dis­ the 1995-1996 school year. An ing funds it has promised for this fore voting on any allocations. In 
tract the SBA is required to have courage you moving that money accounting error last year allo­ year. In addition, it allocated $921 the past, money was allocated on 
with Sub-Board. "The money we around during the semester," Par­ cated this discretionary fund to to various student groups before it 
pay Sub-hoard, we have liamentarian Pete Thompson said, student groups as part of their bud- found the budget discrepancy. See SBA on page 11 
--
Gripped by the proceedings? Law students pack the SBA meeting to ensure that their voices are heard. 
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Follies and Fumbles 
Greg Mattacola 
NOWALLFWWERSALLOWED! 
Come on and Dance! Come on and Dance! 
Let's make some romance! THE BIG 
DANCE BABY! Gotta love it. The NCAA 
Tournament. What a glorious time of year. 
When athletic departments around the na­
tion are seen drooling in public at the thought 
of their squads being invited. The prestige, 
the honor, THE REVENUE! And let us not 
forget the real reason why we all tune in. 
We're talking weeks of non-stop, high in­
tensity college hoops. I knew guys in col­
lege, that when registering for the Spring 
semester, would try to arrange it around the 
tourney. It would never work, but the effort 
was there. 
New York has done pretty damn well 
this year. Not only do we have our main­
stay, the Syracuse Orangemen but we have 
Colgate and ... Canisius? That's right ladies 
and gentlemen, from our own backyard, 
may I present to you the Golden Griffins. 
Let me give you a visual. Right now, as we 
speak, there's another guy named Mattacola 
Come one, Come all 
in the heart of Virginia flapping his gums 
and talking his trash to every good old boy 
he can grab hold of. And it's all about his 
Golden Griffs. That's right, not only do I 
have to live with my alma mater being the 
doormat of the Atlantic-10 and having a 
name like the Bonnies, but my brother's old 
school has made it to the show. And the 
scary thing is that they have a shot at beating 
Utah. ltcouldhappen. Thenyou'dseeevery 
southerner in a fifty mile radius flock to 
Orange, VA. They'll all be going to see the 
crazy Yankee that just got locked up be­
cause he couldn't stop babbling about these 
things that are half lion and half eagle. I 
hope he knows a good lawyer. 
How happy is Colgate that Adona! 
Foyle decided to stay at home and become 
a Red Raider two years ago? Two years, two 
trips to the dance. Of course they face 
Connecticut in the first round and will get 
sent home whimpering, but who cares? 
Colgate had never even been to the tourna­
ment before last year. Foyle is the man. 
Yeah, yeah, there's no I in Team but there is 
in Win. One impact player makes all the 
difference in the world. 
And then there's the 'Cuse. The team 
I grew up hating to love. Good old Syra­
cuse. A team that will stick it to you in a 
hundred different ways. Remember Keith 
Smart? How about the Richmond Spiders? 
What is one to do? You try to get out. You 
swear to yourself that you'll never go back. 
You try to keep yourself occupied You 
read the whole paper (not just the sports). 
Youtakeupcroquet. ltdoesn'twork. You're 
drawn to them. So you give it one more 
chance. You make up. And then they break 
your heart in two all over again. It '11 happen 
this year, just watch. They'll win the first 
round. Then ifthey really want to mess with 
your head, they'll win the second round and 
convincingly. Then they know they have 
you. And then what will happen is that 
they'll forget how to shoot foul shots and 
box out and lose miserably. Every freakin' 
year. But I'm not bitter or anything. 
Columnist 
BUTKUS. Now it's no secret that I 
really can't stand the Bills. It's nothing 
personal, I just hate 'em. I like Buffalo. I 
root for the Sabres. I'm even upset at the 
fact that they' re probably not going to make 
the playoffs. Yet, the Bills ... nope, can't do 
it. BUT, the really fat guy that runs the team 
just did something that might get me to a 
game. Chris Spielman. Remember the 
Follies and Fumbles highest compliment? 
Yup, Spielman rocks. This guy is a player in 
the pure tradition of football. He• s a Butkus 
type linebacker that will chew your hand off 
and stuff it down your throat. Yes, he's not 
that young anymore but he can still deliver 
the hits. He'll be good for the Bills, espe­
cially since it looks like "I love myself 
almost as much as Jim Kelly loves himself' 
Cornelius Bennet is leaving. The only other 
reason I ever tolerated the Bills was Shane 
Conlan, another tough linebacker who could 
rattle some teeth. Welcome to the rough 
Buff, Chris. Too bad you couldn't have 
gone to a contender. 
Pieper People Pass!!! 
Come and see why 
everybody's switching 
over to Pieper!!! 
I better send in my $1.50 
deposit to receive those 
brand new Textbooks 
Don't be left out 
attorney 
r met said I 
t take Pie 
the NY 
m~ 
of the conversation!!! 
You passed too? That's great! Of course I passed!
I couldn't have prepared any I took PIEPER. 
better! ! ! I'm glad I I couldn't have done 
swltclled to Pieper?!! it without them! 
Find out why everyone's talking about, 
and switching over to: 
PIEPER BAR REVIEW!!! 
THE NY-MULTISTATE BAR REVIEW COURSE 
CALL 1-800-635-6569 
) .. ~ . . 
M~irch'13,.'r996 3 
Cowardice infiltrates section B 
Anonymous letter requests student's silence in class 
hy Jessica Murphy, News Editor 
On Thursday, February 22, 1996, IL 
Sarah Braen found an unsigned, hlock-let­
tered note in her mailbox which read: 
"Sara, 
This entire section is really sick of 
your constant stuttering banter during 
class. Please refrain from raising your 
hand during class unless your question 
comment has a definite ending point. 
Your cooperation is appreciated." 
Braen found the note in her hox after a 
full day of classes " .. .it wasn't exactly 
unstressful," Braen said. 
After Braen received the note, she 
showed it to her friends, and no one recog­
nized the writing. Braen then showed the 
note to Professor Isabel Marcus, who made 
"a very pointed speech in front of our class 
about consideration for collegues and con­
sideration for women in general." saidBraen. 
Due to Professor Marcus's trip to Russia, 
she is currently unavailable for comment 
with regard to the note. 
Braen then showed the note to Profes­
sor Lucinda Finley, Deans Newel and Car­
rel who then showed the note to all of 
Braen's professors, Newhouse, Avery, 
Miller and Toho!. 
All of Braen's professors, hut Avery, 
spoke about the note to their classes. Pro­
fessor A very has yet to address this prob­
lem, opting instead to speak further with law 
school deans before speaking to her class. 
"It seems like almost every year around 
here a woman who speaks in class alot gets 
a nasty note. I never hear about a man who 
speaks alot in class getting anonymous hate 
mail." said Professor Lucinda Finley. "Those 
who want to criticize her for speaking, at 
least she's trying...someone should never 
he criticized for trying, because articulat­
ing your views orally is what you have to do 
when you' re a lawyer." 
Professors Finley and Marcus both 
suggested that Braen should look into hav-
ing the note be analyzed for handwriting 
identification. If the person who wrote the 
note can be identified, that the informa­
tion would be placed into that individual's 
character file for eventual consideration 
by the Bar Character Committee. 
Braen explained that the law school 
has no facilities to analyze the note, and the 
procedure would have to be done through 
UB Public Safety. 
Braen said, "I thought at first I wanted 
to do this [have the handwriting analyzed), 
but I don't care anymore .. .l'd like to know 
who wrote it just to know why." 
Sharon McDermott, a 2L, said, "I think 
it's not bad because you could go up to a 
person and say the same thing to their face. 
It's not a nice thing and no one wants to 
hear it...[The note] wasn't terrible, the 
anonymous part is spineless. Still, it's not 
very nice, but it's .pretty harmless .. .! 
wouldn't do it." 
John Alfano, also a 2L, said, "I think if 
you have that much of a problem with 
someone, you should go up to them in 
person and not be cowardly and leave a note 
in their box. But, I also think that some 
people do tend to take up a too much of the 
class time that doesn't belong to them and 
they always feel like they have something 
to say, so I can see where it gets unnerving. 
But, it's still no excuse." 
Braen said that the note didn't embar­
rass her, but it did make her angry. "This 
person is trying to censor my right to talk, 
and it's not working." 
"It doesn't really affect me, after all 
there's been no further action, and the pro­
fessors have all told me to keep talking .. .! 
don't need an apology. Somebody's being 
juvenile.. .it happens." said Braen. 
Braen said, "The reason why we're 
here is to learn how to make persuasive 
arguments and stand up for them. This note 
is the worst example of [this philosophy). 
No reasoning behind why they said this and 
no nerve to say who did it." 
UB Law hosts national death penalty conference 
by Jessica Murphy, News Editor 
On March 2, 1996, UB Law School 
sponsored a conference on the death pen-
alty, organized by Law Profe~sor Marcus 
Dubber. Dean Barry Boyer introduced the 
conference, "For over 100 years, the pro-
fession, the society, and the political sys-
tern of this state has been wrestling with 
this question of when and under what cir-
cumstances we can put people to death for 
various crimes." 
With speakers from as far away as 
California, the conference dealt with such 
issues as the morally optimal death penalty. 
jury responsibility in capital cases, feder~l 
habeas corpus, and the legality of executing 
the innocent.. 
James Liebman, author of the paper, 
"Fatal ~istortion: The Chronic Mak~~g and 
Unmakmg of Death Penalty Law, dealt 
with the question of " ...how is _it that the 
[Supreme] court has come tom essence 
after 25 years, having tried very hard to 
avoid certain problems, gotten into a situa-
tion where those problems are still present?" 
He then outlined the 1976 Supreme Court 
decision abolishing the death penalty as 
well as the situation leading up to tqe deci-
crimes against white victims. By abolish-
ing the death penalty, Liebman says the 
Court "... invited itself to the death sen-
tencing party," and that " .. .judicial deci-
sion-making is a form of violence." 
Author of the paper, "The New York 
StatuteasCulturalDocument: Seekingthe 
Morally Optimal Death Penalty," Robert 
Weisberg described the death penalty as 
" ...a mixture of violent governmental force 
andrationalandemphatichumanityimple-
mented through a particular type of legal 
instrnmen1 that tries to"lcind of regnlata or 
sion~~1fu?9~2/~e majority of extc~ti~~~ ___oftiaj~e ,t.u~e ~f_p.9w_q/ _He:;explai~~d 
_we_re ;'gf rt\~oJ'rty p~rsons comm1thni that the passing, of a law neutralizes th\! 
COMPREHENSIVE OVERVIEW 
underlying issue because the law becomes 
the public's outlet. Weisberg described 
New York's statute as an " ...apparantly el­
egant, humane, rational effort to do the best 
for human life which thinking can do to 
separate those who do deserve the death or 
mightdeservedeathfromthose...whodon't 
deserve it." 
Franklin Zimring, speaking on his pa­
per entitled, "The Wages of Ambivalence: 
On the Structure and Prospects of New 
York's Death Penalty Statute." Zimring 
thinks that the first New York execution 
see Dealk Penalty, page IO 
Six-Hour Review ofKey 
Topics 
*Guidelines to Tackling 
Most Testable 
New York Practice 
Issues 
*Sample Final Exam 
Question Reviewed 
LECTURE 
BUFFALO LAW SCHOOL 
DATE: Sun., April 14th 
PLACE: Room 106 
TIME: l0AM .- 4PM 
FOR ADDITIONAL LOCATIONS & ENROLLMENT 
INFORMATION, PLEASE SEE REVERSE. 
PRESENTED BY 
PROF. VINCENT ALEXANDER 
Prof. Alexander has taught CPLR for more 
than 15 years at St. John's University 
School of Law and co-authors McKinney s 
CPLR Commentaries. 
Why pay $75 or 
more for a CPLR mini­
review? I joined BAR/BRI 
& it was included for 
FREE! 
- St. John's grad, 1995 
Prof. Alexander is 
outstanding. I learned so 
much about the CPLR 
from him that I feel like 
I can now ace my CPLR 
exam. 
- Fordham grad, 1995 
BAR REVIEW 
Trust the POWER OF EXPERIENCE to work for you 
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Reassure Rape Victims 
To All Members of The UB Community: nation immediately--contact Center 
Sexual assault, sexual abuse, sexual for Student Health (829-3316). 
harassment, stranger rape, and date or ac­ To preserve evidence, discour­
quaintance rape are monumental problems age her from changing her clothes or 
for our society. Unfortunately, college taking a shower. 
campuses are not insulated from these harsh • Help her get counseling to work 
realities. It is highly likely that as a mem­ through the trauma (even if the rape 
ber of a college campus community, you occurred some time ago but she ·still 
will know someone who is or will be a has not worked through it). 
survivor of rape. As we face this problem, Let her make her own decisions! 
there are important steps we can take to You can help her work through her 
assist someone who has been victimized. thoughts and feelings, but it is impor­
If a woman who has been raped, harassed, tant that she has control over her life 
or abused chooses to come to you, as a and her recovery; support her in what­
friend, for support and assistance there is ever she decides to do or not do, even 
much you can do to help: if you disagree. 
Call Sexual Assault Information 
LISTEN: Line (645-3411) for options in re­
Allow her to express her feelings porting and resources available. 
without interruption. 
Be patient with silences as she PROVIDE ONGOING SUP­
may he slow in talking. PORT: 
If she needs help continuing, try Be available throughout the next 
repeating hack what she has said. weeks and months-recovery takes 
much time. 
BE REASSURING: Learn about rape trauma syn­
Believe her! A great fear of survi­ drome (from the Crisis Services 
vor is that they will not be believed. hotline or the Counseling Center) so 
• Reinforce that the rape was not that you know what to expect and can 
her fault, no matter what the circum­ understand her reactions better. 
stances. Respect her rights to privacy and 
Comfort her as much as possible do not tell others of the rape without 
verbally. her consent. 
Beware of physical contact as she 
may not want to be touched, hut you can FOR YOURSELF: 
always ask if you can hug her (don't Seek support for yourself to work 
treat her as if she is contagious). through this; it is natural to feel great 
Provide things that make her feel stress when supporting a rape survi­
warm and safe-a blanket, stuffed ani­ vor-talk to someone "safe" ( counse­
mal, hot tea. lor, friend at another school, parent) 
Make sure she has a safe place to about your thoughts, feelings, and 
sleep that night. needs. 
Do not talk about getting revenge; 
focus your energy on her and her feel­ Rape, abuse, and harassment are com­
ings. munity problems that can only he dimin­
ished if our community stand<; together to 
ENCOURAGE HER TO SEEK HELP: support those who have been victimized. 
Call Crisis Services hotline for 
professional guidance (834-3131). Yours truly, 
Go with her for a medical exami- The Staff of the Counseling Center 
A NIGHT AT THE CRIMINAL LAW REVUE 
Jessup Brief Unfair 
To the Editor: 
Although I appreciated your effort to 
inform the law school community about 
the 1996 Jessup Atlantic Regional Com­
petition, your coverage did the Regional 
Team a great injustice. Your choice of 
sources resulted in a substandard news 
article that presented a successful team in 
a very poor light. I am referring to the 
article entitled, "Jessup team faces ob­
stacles: Defeat snatched from the jaws of 
victory" (Feb. 28). 
The article failed to mention that the 
Jessup team represented UB in a regional 
competition in which we don't usually par­
ticipate. UB competed in the Atlantic 
Regional Competition because we hosted 
the competition in which we usually take 
part and were allowed to compete else­
where. Although we are renown for our 
excellence in the Fasken first year moot, 
UB does not usually place well in the Re­
gional Jessup Competitions. In fact, more 
often than not we don't advance beyond the 
preliminary rounds. Thus when a UB re­
gional team goes undefeated in the pre­
liminary round,;, makes the semifinals, 
ranks fourth among twelve teams in a new 
regional competition, and brings back an 
a~ard, it is hardly a matter of "snatching 
defeat.. .." It's a victory! 
You were correct in mentioning that 
the team faced obstacles but you failed to 
discuss the team's remarkable ability to 
overcome them. For example, UB never 
received a copy of the corrections and 
clarifications to the compromis (the fact 
pattern in International Court of Justice 
cases). Thus our team had to incorporate 
new facts in its argument during the com­
petition and argue against competitors who 
had advance knowledge of these facts . The 
UB team did t_his with finesse! 
Had your news editor been more thor­
ough in her research, the article would've 
captured the story more completely. The 
article was almost entirely based on the 
comments of one team member who hap­
pens to be a close friend of your editor­
in-chief. You also provided a quote from 
Jessup's Executive Director who is a mem­
ber of your staff. 
While I have the greatest respect and 
admiration for these two Jessup col­
leagues, the article clearly suffered from 
your exclusive reliance on them. Our 
Executive Director neither competed in 
nor coordinated the competition. I must 
admit that as the Regional Competition 
Director and Team coach, I was surprised 
that I was not approached regarding the 
article. However, my dissatisfaction goes 
to the fact that you did not take the time to 
approach three of the four team members 
for information on an article concerning 
them . 
As a former news editor of the Opin­
ion, I understand the challenge of getting 
sources for articles and meeting dead­
lines. However, when you are no longer 
willing to go beyond your staff or your 
circle of friends to get information for 
stories, you compromise the journalistic 
integrity and credibility of the Opinion. 
At best, the article was an example of 
irresponsible journalism! 
Sincerely, 
Karen A Bailey 
Regional Competition Director, 
The Philip C. Jessup International 
Moot Court Board 
Editor's note: Ms. Bailey was the 
Opinion's news editor for one issue 
during, (he 1.9~4-1995 academi~ J'{ar:
. ' . . ' .. ...... ........--·· . 
•• • 5 March 13, 1996 
Deliberations 
' 
Editor-in-Chief 
,.Sam Chi 
''The quality of mercy-is not strain'd'' 
People often seem surprised when I 
print Letters to the Editor critical of the 
Opinion. On the contrary, I welcome them 
as much as I welcome positive ones. Criti­
cal or otherwise, letters based on legiti­
mate, well reasoned grounds are a fuel that 
feeds the fire in the belly of a good publi­
cation and quickens the pulse of its editor. 
That someone would take a stand and cast 
off the shackles of apathy and take an 
affirmative step to thoughtfully tell me 
and everyone else how they feel about a 
particular issue, story, or editorial is a 
worthy thing. Accordingly, I am thrilled 
to receive any letters at all. 
It was with this mindset that I ac­
cepted a letter for publication in this edi­
tion of the Opinion. After the initial joy at 
knowing that least one other person actu­
ally read the Opinion, ( and was kind enough 
to write), my mood soured. Instead of 
thought provoking feedback, I was dis­
heartened to find a letter about our cover­
age of the Jessup Regional Competition 
little more than petty grousing. 
My first reaction was simple regret. 
Here, our News Editor had gone to the 
trouble of writing what I thought was an 
uncontroversial, almost flattering, article 
about a facet of UB Law that often goes 
unnoticed. But now her integrity is im-
pugned simply because a positive story 
wasn't good enough. Granted, she may have 
been more thorough; but she decided to 
pursue this story at deadline, forsaking other 
articles she could have written, and labored 
because we felt that the Jessup team mer­
ited mention. 
Positive coverage wasn't flattering 
To her credit, the letter's author maybe 
correct in her assertion that the story may 
not have been fair--hard news should be 
objective and fair. An objective, fair story 
should have entailed getting comments from 
the other competitors or the tournament 
organizers. One can only imagine the choice 
comments they would have spewed upon 
hearing our side of the story. But the fact of 
the matter is that this was not a straight, 
investigative, hard-news story. It was a 
featuresy piece designed to showcase the 
accomplishments of the Jessup Regional 
team. To call a story "irresponsible jour­
nalism" because positive coverage wasn 't 
positive enough is nothing more than a se­
rious waste of words. . 
In fact, the news editor followed le­
gitimate, credible journalistic practice. The 
Opinion has an ethical duty to report the 
news accurately. I, and the staff, take that 
duty very seriously. While it is true that the 
primary source of the story is a good friend 
of mine, he was not interviewed exclusively 
because of that fact. He was quoted be­
cause he was a member of the team and 
because he was available at press time. 
Jessup's Executive Director was consulted 
because he is the head of the Jessup Moot 
Court Board. It is good journalistic prac­
tice to solicit comment from the head of an 
organization. If the Executive Director is 
not qualified to speak for a group, than who 
is? 
To set things straight, while the execu­
tive director of Jessup was a member of the 
editorial board last year, he is not a part of 
the current Opinion staff. The Opinion 
staff consists of the Editorial Board and the 
assistant editors. He is included in the staff 
box to honor him for his help with our 
computer. Despite his busy schedule, he 
persists in this role as a favor to me, simply 
because he is my friend. I make no apolo­
gies for my friendships; rather, I cherish 
them. I regret that these friendships have 
opened up innocent people to unwarranted 
sniping. 
It's a mad, mad world 
Perhaps this incident is indicative of a 
larger trend. I have found out that the world 
is often bitter, apathetic, petty, and mean. 
The rise ofPat Buchanan makes me believe 
that it seems to grow increasingly so. When 
I first decided to become a journalist, I did 
so because I wanted to make adifference. I 
would follow in the footsteps of Jacob 
Riis, Walter Cronkite, and Woodward and 
Bernstein. I would change a cold and jaded 
world. I would make a positive impact. 
My heart burned with an idealistic fire 
that gave a frenetic energy to every lead I 
tracked down and impassioned every story 
I wrote. But set against the apathy, petti­
ness, and meanness of the modern world, 
that fire gradually began to wane. To pre­
serve what was left, I decided to get out. I 
went to law school to get tools to continue 
the struggle. I thought for at least three 
years I could avoid petty machinations and 
bitter people. I guess I was wrong. 
I bear the letter's a )r no malice. I 
respect her right to exr ess her opinion. 
Furthermore, aside fron nderstanding she 
was a News Editor of thi Opinion for only 
one issue, I barely know her. I assume she 
knows just as much of mt:. In the end, the 
whole affair is not that big a deal. We will 
still cove1 Jessup and every other law school 
event to the best of our abi lity . The world 
will still spin, and I will .,t•ll w• e, but the 
idealistic fir e that once raged ght, now 
burns just a little bit dimmer. 
Thoughts on my first SBA meeting . • • 
It isn't what it's cracked up to be! 
As I sit here in the SBAmeeting, I think 
about how great it is that people came out to 
see how SBA's last few dollars would be 
allocated. From what I understand, this was 
the first time students, without proposals, 
came out this year just to get an understand­
ing as to what is really going on in their law 
school. The room was packed with students 
occupying every seat, sitting on the floor, 
and even standing just outside the room. In 
fact, the room was so packed with people 
hoping to have their questions answered, 
the SBA couldn't even determine in what 
order they would take questions from stu­
dents. Did someone say "Robert's Rules?" 
or "Pete's Rules?" - Whatever! 
Due to the fact that we were down to 
the wire with SBA money and trying to 
manipulate the last few dollars, much 
thought had to go into the funding of the 
remaining significant activities at UB Law. 
Of these activities, the Students of Color 
Dinner was of primary importance. How­
ever, also significant were other activities, 
some of which had already been promised 
by SBA, like the BPILP grant, and "start up'' 
money for a new Women' s Group at the law 
school. 
In any event, I was absolutely floored 
by the many grand ideas and work being put 
forth by many student groups like LELA, 
had been requested. It was during these 
times that I witnessed fellow student groups 
volunteering to donate a portion of their 
own insufficient funding to other groups 
for what they thought was a greater cause 
and significance. The Opinion even of­
fered to assist another student group pro­
gram - No how is that for "talking the talk, 
and walking the walk." I must take my hat 
off and thank people like Craig ( ofL.A.T.I.S. 
fame), Martha, Jo Anne, and Dan Werner 
for providing guidance at the meeting and 
really exemplifying commitment to equal­
ity, compromise, and frankly what is just -
no matter what the cost. I have no doubt in 
my mind that we would have never gotten 
this far if it weren't for those SBA board 
members whom possess some level of com­
petence. From the start, Alfredo's motion 
to change the way SBA had been voting on 
proposals, giving everyone a fair opportu­
nity , was terrific ( .. what, you mean actually 
do something different than how initially 
imagined? - never!); although it didn't take 
a brain surgeon to figure this one out. 
As I said earlier, the big issue was 
MONEY. It is unfortunate that many have 
forgotten that as a state school in the SUNY 
system it wa-; Gov. Pataki that screwed over 
educational funding, and will continue to do 
so. We must not forget that, at the rate 
SBA should not only lobby, but they are 
supposed to motivate the students into be­
coming more active in Albany. It is appar­
ent to me that SBA has not been interested 
in achieving this goal. I am speaking from 
experience in that as soon as the new (1995-
96) SBA board was elected, I brought up 
this very issue, and arranged a meeting with 
one of the Field Directors from the Student 
Association of the State University of New 
York (SASU). SASU, based out of Albany, 
@J 
is an organization that organizes students 
within the State Universities in an effort to 
achieve common goals. UB Law was once 
a member of SASU, and in the words of the 
Field Director "What happened ?" Particu­
larly at a time when SUNY's budget has 
been reduced, SASU continues to play a 
vital role in keeping student issues alive, 
and lobbying for funding ( among other 
things). Although the Field Director came 
See Money talks on page 11 
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meeting, there were many times that the on the chopping block as a line item. SBA 
sentiment of the SBA wa'i to reject the should be fighting for us as students. It 
proposal, or at the very least to grant an amazes me that we are all a hunch of law­
amount significantly decreased from what yers, and yet no one knows how to lobhy. 
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Niagara cup competition 
VB 2Ls focus on salmon fishing rights 
hy Mwy C. Raymo11d, "deductible errors" on our briefs! petition rules, "stick to the facts clear-we would stick to the rules. course) the rules. The judges 
Special to the Opi11io11 The rush to the finish line during of the compromis" and "stick to As we moved from round were shocked to find that the fac­
The UB -Jessup Moot Court winter break did not result in any international law." This was im­ number one to round number four, tors they were commending teams 
Team memuers were greeted errors for either the applicant or portant because the issue was the the playing field develop deep ruts, for were not allowed. 
warmly by our hosts at the Niagara respondent!! We were ready and Pacific Salmon dispute and the lakes and mountains. Not only The UB Team stuck to the 
Cup Tournament held at Case confident that we were on a level literature we all relied on was rich were teams bringing in outside high road and the end result was 
Western Reserve Law School the playing field. with "added facts ." facts and law, but judges were com­ not bringing home the trophy, but 
first weekend of March. Thiscom­ We spent the rest of our We were very surprised as mending them on their research we did benefit greatly and we were 
petition focuses on issues related "free" time practicing at the hotel the Applicant's argument was and "scolding" us for using the able to work on development of a 
to Canada and the United States. with our coaches, and set off for based on facts outside of the now familiar phrase "With all due very important skill. That skill : 
We, Applicants, represented the first round. Our team mem­ Compromis and on the internal respect your excellency, the facts how to say "IRRELEVANT' in one 
Canada, our Respondents, the bers felt it was important to sup­ laws of both Canada and the United you are questioning are not the hundred different ways. 
United States. port each other [not to mention States. We waited for the judges facts stipulated by the parties in Editor's Note: The team brief 
A reception was held at the the added benefit of "spectator to "notice." This did not happen! the Compromis." placed ninth overall, and the UB 
Team placed 13th in a field of 16.rustic Glidden House-across from participation"] so we attended all The Team members recon­ At the coaches meeting, the 
The UB Law 2L competitors at thethe Law School in downtown four rounds as a "team". Soon vened to discuss our strategy. We UB contingent raised the issue 
Niagara Cup Tournament were: GilCleveland. We were ecstatic as after the first round began we rec­ had all reviewed the same infor­ and, as we suspected, the judges Michel-Garcia, Daniela Almeida­
we received our packets and dis­ ognized we might be "disadvan­ mation in our research, the ques­ were not informed of the "rules." Quigg, Mary C. Raymond, and 
covered that we had survived the taged" in this competition. The tion was should we revise our ar­ Following this meeting, our Kathryn Lee. 
first "scoring'' battle of the com­ Participant Program packet in­ guments outside of the facts - or coaches felt compelled to share 
petition. We did not commit any cluded information on the com- stick to the rules. The choice was with the judges ( after scoring ,of 
iii~iitidlail
1
~~~iii;~;~!li~t~~tti~t~:-•::::···:i~t-l1ll~!tN1!l li•· 
the First Al.riendm~nfCo.mp~k.• torii: 'ft9¢ 'Q¥~W~ Qnivep~i(Y, 
tion. 'The Gargan/Fi~ _foam Qsgo6fk: li.?1.KGoinclJ l.1.nivef;, 
wUl compete iq two w~k?, and sity, Syiii~e)Univeciiiiy, <1,nd 
1hei1 atgument topic ··re'</olves Unlv~r..itf'QfT9mnto. Tra<,ti-
around tobacco adveiti~. 1ionaUy,, "QJ;l Law has made an 
. . . ,:): . -- -- . · - . . . . . 
Crim Law Society sponsors 
alt. incarceration speaker 
by Sarah Braen, Reporter 
New York Supreme Court 
Justice Barbara Howe spoke on 
Alternatives to Incarceration on 
February 29. Justice Howe's 
speech was sponsored by the 
Criminal Law Society . 
"Since incarceration is pften 
not cost effective and does not 
achieve the desired result," Howe 
said, "many alternatives have been 
created. In applying these alterna­
tives, it is important to remember 
the desired end. Towards this end, 
the question, 'What is justice?' 
must be asked and answered." 
The alternatives may be ap­
plied at three different times in 
the judicial process : pre-trial, 
post-trial, and post incarceration. 
Pre-trial options are limited 
primarily to drug or alcohol reha­
bilitation programs for people 
accused of drug or alcohol related 
crimes. Intervention programs for 
young prior offenders may also be 
used. Other alternatives are house 
arrests and electronic monitor-
State Supreme Court Justice 
Barbara Howe 
ing. 
Post-trial and post-incarcera­
tion alternatives are more varied, 
including community service, pro­
bation, parole, rehabilitation, elec­
tronic monitoring and work re­
lease. · These are programs which 
encourage the party to take re­
sponsibility and build trust, Howe 
said. 
Community service is often 
given for misdemeanors. It is a 
way for the criminal to give back 
to society to make up for what 
they took from it. Some even find 
they enjoy the volunteer work they 
find and choose to continue, ac­
cording to Howe. 
Community service is also a 
way for some criminals to learn 
valuable skills in interviewing, 
finding a job, and following a work 
ethic. This enables many of them 
to find productive jobs at the end 
of their service, giving them an 
alternative to crime. 
Parole and probation are 
methods of community monitor­
ing. The parties in these programs 
must meet regularly with their 
caseworkers and show that they 
are not returning to crime and are 
fulfilling any other criteria set by 
the court. 
Of the 35 students who at­
tended, most agreed that the alter­
natives discussed were good 
ideas. One student said that the 
options "would relieve a lot of 
burden on the jail 
CIRCLES announces the 
selection of Editors-in-Chief 
by Mike Chase, Features Editor 
The Buffalo Women's Jour­
nal of Law and Social Policy, 
CIRCLES, recently announced its 
selections for Co-editors-in­
Chief for the next publishing year. 
Stacy Davis, 2L, and Karen Moss, 
2L, will take over for outgoing 
Co-editors-in-Chief Susan 
Hughes, 3L, and J~Anne Howlett, 
3L. Second-year student Rhonda 
Cowie will fill the role of Manag­
ing Editor. The group is still look­
ing for a Grant Writer and a Sub­
missions Editor. 
CIRCLES, first published in 
Spring 1992, is dedicated to legal 
and social issues affecting women. 
It wa-; the first interdisciplinary 
women's law journal in the nation. 
"We include fiction, poetry, and 
artwork and we work with the 
women's studies department here 
at UB," explains Davis. "And, we 
encourage suhmissions." 
J 
women's 
voices, 
women's per­
spectives, and a 
discussion of 
social and legal 
issues related 
to women's 
lives," says 
Howlett. 
If you are 
interested in 
participating in 
Stacy Davis, 2L and Karen Moss, 2L CIRCLES, stop 
by Room 11, or 
The journal currently pub­ drop a note in box 649. 
lishes once yearly in the spring. 
The 1996 issue is due out today. 
Those students interested in 
taking an active role in CIRCLES More News 
are encouraged to do so. The jour­
nal gives students a unique oppor­ seep~ge 10 
tunity to create a publication which 
deals with law in a rare! y-explored 
context. "We create a space for 
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National Fellowships Awarded 
Three VB Law students procure prestigious public interest endowments 
by David Fitch, Asst. Features 
Editor 
Prestige was hestowed upon UB 
Law and three graduating law students 
recently when they were awarded na­
tional puhlic interest post-graduate 
fellowships . 
Sara Meerse 
Sara Meerse hecame only the 
second UB law student to he named a 
Skadden Fellow since the fellowships 
were founded in 1989. Skadden is a 
huge private law firm that developed 
the program to give law students or 
people finishingjudicial clerkships an 
opportunity to follow their aspirations 
of practicing public interest law. 
Of the 212 national applicants, 
only 25 were selected as Skadden fel­
lows. They will receive a salary for 
two years to work on a project they 
develop with an existing public inter­
est agency. "Skakken pays [$32,500 a 
year] and ... they also have a loan 
repayment program, [while] the agency 
your working with pays your fringe 
b~nefits," says Meerse. 
Meerse's project entails work­
ing in Aroostook County, Maine, with 
Pine Tree Legal Assistance, Inc. on 
cases involving children's issues re­
lated to housing, health care, and spe­
cial education. She was introduced to 
the program, which is based in Presque 
Isle, last summer when she spent four 
months serving local needy clients 
through a National Association of 
Public Interest Law (NAPIL) fellow­
ship. Regarding an idea for a project, 
Meerse says she was "looking for 
something that could [apply] gener­
ally to children's issues. But the spe­
cial education is what I've found to be 
most compelling. I'm in the Special 
Education Clinic now and I have a 
concentration in Child Welfare in the 
School of Social Work, so children's 
issues have always been an interest of 
mine. And when I found out there 
were no special ed services at all (in 
Aroostook County], I thought that was 
unbelievable. It just seemed like a 
good way to reach out," she explains. 
Meerse believes that Presque 
Isle's extreme rural conditions had 
something to do with her being se­
lected for a fellowship. During her 
interview as one of 65 semi-finalists, 
Left to Right: Dan Werner, Sara Meerse, and Julia Hall 
Judicial Reading of Licensing Statute 
Bolsters Gun C.ontrol Effort 
by Mike Chase, Features Editor 
A recent decision by the New 
York State Court of Appeals rein­
forces the authority of firearm licens­
ing officers, particularly those in Up­
state New York, to place limitations 
on "carry concealed" licenses. In 
Matter of O'Brien v. Keegan, 1996 
N.Y. LEXIS 69 
(Feb. 16, 1996), 
the Court of Ap­
peals reversed a 
Third Department 
decision granting 
a gun owner's pe­
tition to remove 
restrictions from 
his license which 
limit it to hunting 
and target shoot­
ing. 
The issuance 
of firearms li-
cences is governed by Section 400.00 
of the Penal Law. Subsection (1) of 
that statute reads: 
No license shall be issued or re­
newed pursuant to this section except 
hy a licensing officer, and then only 
after investigation and finding that all 
statements in a proper application for 
a license are true. No license shall he 
issued or renewed except for an appli­
cant: 
(a) of good moral character; 
(b) who had not been convicted 
anywhere of a felony or a serious of­
fense; 
(c) who ha<; stated whether he has 
ever suffered any mental illness or 
been confined to any hospital or insti-
tution, public or private, for mental 
illness; and 
(d) concerning whom no good 
cause exists for the denial of a li­
cense. 
Subsection (2)(t) further pro­
vides that a carry concealed license 
shall be issued only wher~e appli-
cant has demonstrated "proper cause 
... for the issuance thereof." 
Since 1990, petitioner Jerald 
O'Brien had held an unrestricted li­
cense to carry a concealed weapon. 
His license covered three semi-auto­
matic handguns and a revolver which 
were registered under his name. On 
December 8, 1993, O'Brien sought 
to amend his license to substitute one 
revolver for an already-licensed re­
volver and to add another semi-auto­
matic pistol. 
The licensing officer, Albany 
County Supreme Court Judge Tho­
mas W. Keegan, granted the applica­
tion but placed a restriction on 
O'Brien's license limiting it to hunt-
she was asked to distinguish her project, 
in light of the extreme competition, 
from the other semi-finalists. "For 
me, it was the remote location. The 
highway ends as soon as you get into 
the county, and the county [encom­
passes] over 7,000 square miles, so 
it's cut off from everything. I think 
that the area itself is what made my 
project compelling," she notes. 
Meerse says she is very excited 
about becoming a Skadden Fellow and 
having the opportunity to pursue her 
interests in children's welfare. If the 
next few years go well, Meerse hopes 
to work her project into something 
more permanent and stay in Presque 
Isle. "I'd like to be able to do that," she 
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ing and target shooting. When O'Brien 
protested, Judge Keegan met with him 
to reconsider the restriction. The li­
censing officer adhered to his original 
determination when the only reason 
articulated by the petitioner for main­
taining an unrestricted license was "it 
makes me feel better." 
The petitioner appealed this re­
striction to the Appellate Division. In 
a 4-1 decision, the Third Department 
held that a licensing officer is not 
allowed to make a "proper cause" in­
quiry when a license is merely being 
See Gun Licensing on page 9 
@] 
says with a smile. 
Julia Hall 
Julia Hall was awarded the W. 
Bradford Wiley Fellowship in Human 
Rights by the international public in­
terest organization Human Rights 
Watch. The fellowship is hased in 
international human rights and it's 
available for graduating Jaw students 
or recent law school graduates or 
graduate students in journalism, inter­
national relations or area studies. 
Human Rights Watchchose Hall 
over several hundred applicants. The 
year-long, $30,000 fellowship will 
station her in New York City with 
opportunities to travel around the 
globe. 
In discussing what will be ex­
pected of her, Hall explains that a W. 
Bradford Wiley Fellow is "basically 
responsible for research in an area of 
human rights, [usually] one with which 
you have some familiarity with. My 
familiarity is mainly with the [United 
Nations] system and with women's 
human rights. [I 'II] have to conduct at 
least one human rights field investiga­
tion which entails traveling to a coun­
try and doing very meticulous research 
to understand the types of violations 
that have occurred in that country." 
Human Rights Watch's goal is to 
make governments pay a heavy price in 
reputation and legitimacy if they op­
press the rights of their people. "It's 
public interest law, but it operates on a 
international level," she says. 
See Fellowships on page 9 
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Two of a kind? You may recognize the man on the right as law professor Markus 
Dubber. However, the . man on the left may not be so well known to you; he is Paul Johann 
Ansalm Feuerbach (1775-1833), a German law theorist. What do Markus Dubber and a dead 
lawyer have in common? Criminal law. Feuerbach was a drafter of the Bavarian Penal Code 
of 1813. Dubber currently teaches Criminal Law (including the Model Penal Code) and he 
recently hosted the New York Death Penalty in Context Conference at the Law School. 
Markus Dubber, Dean Boyer, Dean Olsen, Dean Boyer: Opening remarks and Conference Speaker Mark Mahoney 
Speaker James Liebman; Fatal Distortion: The Chronic 
Making and Unmaking ofDeath Penalty Law 
Markus Dubber: Comment on first 
panel of speakers 
Markus Dubber and SUNY Law 
Professor Charles Ewing Buffalo Law Review 
Speakers Samuel Gross, Michigan Law 
School, and Susan Bandes, De Paul Conference Assistants 
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Gun Licensing, 
amended to add firearms. The court then granted the 
petitioner an unrestricted license. 
The Court of Appeals unanimously reversed that rul­
ing, a-;serting that "[t]o find [as the Third Department had] 
would nullify the purpose underlying a formal amendment 
procedure and conflict with the dual aims of Penal Law § 
400.00." Those dual aims were identified a-; regulatory and 
public safety. 
The Court further held that the "[p ]etitioner 's inability 
to demonstrate a need -- or much less, any reason -- for an 
unrestricted license, which would permit him to carry 
several concealed firearms, supports the licensing officer's 
finding that there wa-; no 'proper cause' to justify an 
unrestricted carry concealed license." 
The Court's decision in O'Brien follows a another 
recent opinion, In Re Matter of O'Connor v. Scarpino, 83 
N.Y.2d 919 (1994), where the authority of licensing offic­
ers to place restrictions on carry concealed licenses was 
inferred from "the licensing officers' power to determine 
the existence of 'proper cause.'" 
The Court's decision is particularly significant out­
side of New York City and Long Island, where licenses are 
subject to renewal - and proper cause inquiry - every three 
or five years, respectively. No such renewal requirement 
is found in Upstate New York. 
Famous -1hough often misinterpreted - case-,. 
continued from page 8 
Torts 
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Palsgraf v. Long Island R. 
"Outside radius of danger" 
Fellowships. continued from page 7 
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Hall's interests in human rights were 
at a international level long before she ma­
triculated as a UB law student. She had 
spent many years in various locations over­
seas including Egypt, Australia, and south­
east Asia where she worked in Thai-Cam­
bodian refugee camps on the border of 
Thailand and Cambodia. "I had always been 
kind of in the international scene, but [I] 
could never clearly articulate what it was 
that I was doing," she says regarding her 
desire to attend law school to develop her 
advocacy skills. 
Hall admits that the "only reason I 
came to law school [was] to do human rights 
work. I had been doing it before in non­
legal settings, and [I] thought that the best 
way to do it more effectively was to get a 
law degree. So, to receive [the W. Bradford 
Wiley Fellowship] is quite wonderful be­
cause it really is the logical outcome of 
what I always wanted. It [has] really made 
the law school experience well worth it." 
Dan Werner 
Dan Werner received the Equal Jus­
tice Fellowship from the National Associa­
tion of Public Interest Law (NAPIL). The 
organization looks at an applicant's com­
mitment to public interest work, the work 
they've done in the pac;t, and the strength of 
an applicant's proposed project in select-
ing fellowship recipients. Graduating law 
students and attorneys alike are eligible for 
paid the equivalent of the starting salary, 
(upto $30,000), of the public interest agency 
their project works through. During the 
second year, the agency must pay for half of 
the Fellow's salary. 
For the next two years, Werner will 
work for Florida Rural Legal Services on 
cases involving migrant farm workers. He 
came in contact with the Florida agency 
while working with migrant farm workers 
in South Carolina on a NAPIL Rural Legal 
Corp. fellowship last summer. "Because 
this program was understaffed, Florida Le­
gal Services was very involved and sent 
people to help with the litigation," Werner 
recalls. 
"At the end of the summer, I knew I 
wanted to go back to the Southeast to con­
tinue working with migrant farmer legal 
issues, and I talked to a Florida Legal Ser­
vices member about being sponsored and 
started to lay the groundwork for putting 
together my proposal," he adds. 
Like his two classmates, Werner's 
decision to enter law school was a means to 
an end. "l came to law school to do public 
inkrest work. I wa<; very clear on that when 
I came here. Right away, I started getting 
involved in [public interest] organizations," 
he notes. 
Werner is quick to attribute his suc­
cess of being awarded a national public 
interest fellowship to his local surround­
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Let the POWER OP EXPERIENCi:f'work for youWerner was one of only 10 people this interest lawyers and they find out that I go to J 
year selected by NAPlL to receive this UB, they are very impressed ... and the 
national fellc1wshiR from a_p9Ql.Q(QY~J: 200 . Career Development.Office has really help 
applicants . The Equal Justice Fellows are . _rie eyi::rr:'il~PJ!f)~.l~-EJY<:1 
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Local Ne·ws ·,. 
Vacco speaks at UB ba.,v 
by Jessica Murphy, News Edi.t« 
On Friday: Mal'ch.1, 1996; New Yotk Stltt¢,Attot~ 
ney O~ufral.i OennisC. Vacw pr~9t~.,,(:,;:;fuilj1~c . 
heating_ o.njuvenile c1ime hdd at UB.UW.Sc.li6i.,tifran 
effort to ~mbat against scbotiJ .· viol~-q~·;i;t:,~ujh 
victb:ni~ion,, Similar •·weak -0uts~ d~rmng' ih~~ 
subjects ha~¢ already.been held in Bingham~n;Syia~. 
cuse, Roches!er,White Plains, U)ngJsJan' ~dAlba.ny" 
Various local commw;uty leaders- attende<!Jif9f{ei 
theitVi.ews andsuggest soJutio.us t<> thejuy~ilej~tfo~ . 
problem family q:,urts regularly face.. ••·· High )l~I 
students froth. the ,axea also attended. "' '• : 
~~¥taiil
Thomas lleyJ,Wld$;Etii County SbqiffTh<im~:Higgmf 
Erte. County Shetiff; Etie 'County ..(;~titt Jl@g~f~ce 
Rosa; B~ffalo Police C<immissfonei:Gil '. l\~dikbw&k.e/ 
;::~r;;,~!tZ:·o~~~:~:•-f~~~f:i•!4: 
Crinµna1 Justire. Ptofegsor. Roger McNulty (if$.Qt::N)'.__ 
Br~!1; :N~gar~.FaU&ScbQOl Di$tri~tSmjetihttn~· 
dent Cafirien (,ra.nio; local atea studenfb1JiJ(:J'o*-1ga.>as 
well ~ Attorney :oem;ial V acco . .ConUrn&l in~~r;~. 
-~f-tli~ ~m~unity' ,lS9•\V-aepr~ei.,L:/t .. >> /:: .':'•: 
Biit
by Ji:!:!;;Pr~!;:n~l(l~~aif and s,Jt:J£i: 
l;n1d•shoot ~liK 
gram this ~ing. lt~as begun lastyear as an at~empt tcf 
controlthedeer p-0pulation·in theAnlhef$(ji.iK . ·:··.. . 
~~er;st O>uncihnan Michael MtG11irJ'tiplai~~­
the progr~m will _be ·iJ11plemen,ed hY 1).rnl#it~f fqJiC!e 
Department Volunteer sharpshoot~ts. Die p(9gt;iniJ$: 
"strictly" g.ove.pieci . byJhe fol~ and 1tgu!,atj.tUf$ 61-:;Ut~. 
Oepartme~tof~nvironfuenta1 Conservatio.ll::-•j.bipaj#n! 
~d shooting of the deefwould occur.in, th~ Y~ ¢.aily 
a1~:~•~$e-~~~L9o~e.~f ~e-•·cowfy~~ttl•:;.•·~.. 
McGu.it¢said that the venisonproducedJ>Y:*e't~~it · 
and Shoot'' pr<lgrant will be donated t.o .iti~tr.9J¥ll~tan 
Buffalo soup kitchens. ust yea1. the ''Bait and Shoot"' 
progr~ provided over 40,000 meals fo.r the homeless in 
Buffalo. · 
Theprogramtedu.cedtheincidentofdeer/carcra.5hes 
inthe Amherst area by 40%lastyear. McOuir~saH:l, "The 
main purpose behind this program .is to reduce or elimi: 
nate the chance of a deer/car collision fafality.'' 
J.?irst, t?dY.. visi!S ~p{ftJP:
.. _._._ 
::,
:•· .•. 
by Jessi~~ Mw-phy,News kditor -••·· ::=·, ''..;i 
The Buffalo Teacners'-.f$J~tio"Q aw;rded, first 
Lady, Hillary Clinton the 1996 Teacher's Recognition 
Buffalo Teachers• Federation Awa1d this pas(Wednes­
day, March 6'l. 1996. at Shea's Theater i"n OowntQwn
Buffal(}. . _.. •. 
Every 1eacber in the Buffalo School ..District was 
invited to attend, and was given the day Qff to ~ciUtlite· 
attendance as wclt School childrenfto.rn-aU Svetthe area 
were there, too. Buffalo Mayor, Anthny Masi~Qo, :,Con­
gressman;JohnLaFalc;e{NY-D)8$Well as ah9~:iifp~b~r 
focal school •aitJ::&nununitj1eaders were in ati¢hdaifoK 
Mrs. Ointon addressed i capacity crowd, ;' starting. 
her speecbwith, "I am overwhelmed by thishonor"'.that 
you choose meY Mrs. Clinton described pubU~ school 
teachers as " ... peop1e in the front lines day after day, 
doing what they [can] to make the futute better fot our 
children." 
Mrs. Clinton explained that pubhc scboolsareoften 
"a refuge for children" and that scbools ate often the 
place where "social problems end up.'' Mrs.- Clinton 
suggested that less television watching, more open dia­
log hetween parnnts and teachers, more respect for 
teachers, and more parental involvementwill solve many 
of the problems public schools face today. 
Mrs, Clinton firmly stated that the prohlems and 
solutions have been identified, but that the implementa­
tion is hardest part. Sheadvocated hope, saying that" .. .the 
belief in the common enterprise of puhlic education is 
what made this country so great; because we believed in 
the capacity of all people no matter ... wbat..." 
Mrs. Clinton did show a good sense of humor, 
cracking jokes about the braving the snow, and also 
making an Anchor Bar/chicken wing reference. 
Tax return tips 
by Julie Meyer, Assistant News Editor 
The April 15 deadline for federal tax returns is rapidly approaching. Your blank 1040 form glares at you as you 
scramble to find your W2s. Before madly dashing through the form, you should consider the following tips: 
1) DOUBLE CHECK YOUR MATH, INCLUDING TOTALS. An incorrect figure will surely delay your refund. 
2) MAKESURETHATYOURFORMSANDFIGURESMATCH. TheIRSgeneratesanautomaticletterifitdetects 
any inconsistencies, and forces you prow your figures to them. This delays the processing of your form, 
3) DOUBLE CHECK THAT YOU CHOSE THE APPROPRIATE TAX RATE. If you are using the tax tables, you 
can easily choose a tax rate from the wrong column. You will end up paying the wrong amount of tax. 
4) MAKE SURE THAT YOU HA VE "COPY B" OF ALL W2 FORMS. By leaving out a form or by attaching the 
wrong copy, you delay processing of your return. 
5) DOUBLE CHECK THAT YOUR CORRECT SOCIALSECURITY NUMBER IS ON THE FORM. The IRS will 
not be able to process your form without the right social security number, as it cannot verify your identity. 
6) KEEP A COPY OF THE RETURN FOR YOUR RECORDS. If you are ever audited or need to correspond with 
the IRS about your return, you will want to be able to refer to your form. Finally, 
7) DOUBLE CHECK THAT YOU SIGNED AND DATED YOUR FORM. The IRS will not process your form 
without your signature. 
If you are Net-fluent, you can check out a couple of sites to help with filling out your tax return. The IRS has set 
up a one-stop electronic filing income tax page at: http://www.irs.ustreas.gov/prod/elec _svs/fed _state.html. You can file 
both your federal and your New York tax returns through the steps outlined on this page. The advantage to electronic filing 
is that the IRS notifies you when they receive your tax forms. Also, refunds can be directly deposited into your savings 
or checking accounts. Tiris site is also useful for accessing tax regulations and taxpayer help. 
Another helpful site is: http://www.irs.ustreas.gov/prod/tax_edu/faq/index.html. 
frequently asked questions about any tax form through this site. 
So, before you seal that envelope and drop your return in the mail, check it over. 
Professor Ken Joyce says, "Don't leave any lines blank." 
You can access the IRS' most 
Most importantly, as UB Law 
Youth Court 
by Sarah Braen, News Reporter 
People agree that being on trial, especia!Jy on a criminal matter, is not a pleasant experience. This is an even more 
unpleasant and even scary experience for the children brought to trial in Family Court. 
These children have another option for disposition of their cases. This option is the Erie County Youth Court, held 
in Orchard Park. Some cases may be removed to this forum with court permission. 
Youth court is supervised and advised by local attorneys and judges, but it is run by high school students. 
A senior sits as the judge and other students are the advocates for the children. The case facts are reviewed and, if 
necessary, compulsory school attendance or community service are assigned. 
This program always welcomes the assistance of additional advisors. 
U.S. works to lift embargo 
The newest rift in the environmental movement lies in the amendments to the 1972 Marine MammatProtection Act, 
which forbade imports of tuna caught using nets to encircle dolphins. Dolphins swim with tuna in certain parts of the 
Pacific. 
- B'e ore tne act, as many as 500,000 dolphins were suffocated in the nets each y~ar. In 1995, the number of dolphins 
killed by tuna fisherman had dropped to 5,000. As Mexico and other Latin American countries caused the greatest number 
of dolphins deaths, the U.S. barred tuna imported from those countries which failed to protect dolphins. 
Since the embargo, Mexico has developed a new method for catching tuna, by encircling the fish and the dolphins 
with fishing boats, resulting in the dramatic decrease in dolphin deaths. Alaska Senator Ted Stevens has introduced a bill 
to lift the U.S. embargo in light of the new technique. 
California Senator Barbara Boxer has introduced a competing bill lifting the sanctions on the Latin countries but 
maintaining the embargo on vessels that catch tuna via encircling and suffocating dolphins. 
Sources: Time Magazine and U.S. News and World Report 
~================~ 
THE PHILIP C. JESSUP. 
INTERNATIONAL MOOT COURT 
BOARD 
Death Penalty, IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE 
1996 F ASKEN CAMPBELL GODFREY TEAM: continued from page 3 
will take 20 years to happen. The fastest 
ANNE MARIE BEVILACQUA GREG MATIACOLAtime for a Northern state to execute a 
DESHIKA BOTEJUE MAx RATERMANcriminal after the passing of death penalty 
MARTIN CORTEZ STEVE GRIECO 
statutes was 14 years; the median time 
THERESA CUSIMANO BRIDGET NILAND 
was 19 years. His study concluded that an BRIAN ECKMAN ASHMALI MCKAY 
enormous lag exists between the passing LEANNE GRAMLICH DAVID CHRISTOPHER DECKER 
of death penalty law and actual execu­
tions. He said, "The New York law in its 
procedural design and context is probably WE ARE ALSO PROUD TO OFFER ASSOCiATE 
the worst case you can find in a major BOARD MEMBERSHIP TO THE FOLLOWING 
American state for producing an actual INTRAMURAL COMPETITORS: 
execution." Remarking on the New York 
law's constitutional strength, Zimring said, JEREMY BEST 
ALLISON DUNLOP 
KELLY FITZGERALD 
"The statute is brand new, it is enormously 
complicated, and for capital punishment 
BRIANGWITTlegislation it creates enormously high 
DAVID KELLY
minimum standards for potential valid JEFFREY REESE 
death penalty. It is in essence a law that SCOTT RIORDAN 
from a standpoint of potential constitu­ VA.FA SA\IATI 
tional challenge is wearing a kick-me 
!_, I I.
·sign/' · · '· 
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Money talks, students' concerns walk continued from page 5 
all the way from Albany, we were hoth hiown off like la's! 
Sunday's Buffalo News! From that point on, the tone was 
set for how the SBA would conduct its business. Almost 
a year and over $22,000.00 later SBA has not made the 
right power moves. My suggestion is to do alot more than 
socializing, and lohhy, lohhy, lohhy!! ! 
Speaking of over $22,000, the Treasurer wa._ not 
present at the SBA meeting, albeit for a valid reason. 
However, there is NO EXCUSE for noone else on the 
SBA Board not to know what's going on with the money. 
The Treasurer's absence gave yet another clear reason 
why that role is essential and should have at least one 
other person intimately involved with the bookkeeping 
and double checking of all transactions. More than one 
signature should he required to cut a check. 
While I was impressed that all student spectators 
stayed for the entire meeting, this was only one meeting; 
perhaps not too little hut definitely too latt!. Evt!ryont! 
should havt! come out in the beginning of the year, and 
continut! throughout tht! yt!ar in an effort to makt! SBA 
rt!sponsive to our concerns. ACCOUNT ABILITY is some­
thing people always talk about - do not hold the SBA ac; some 
exception to this rule. The entire SBA board needs to be held 
accountable for everything they do, have done, and shoul~ 
have done. The SBA is your student organization, and you 
should feel comfortable in going ta them with issue(s) to be 
resolved before going elsewhere. 
I guess after a while I did kind of feel sorry for those 
SBA board members who started looking a hit tired and 
haggard after several hours, when dealing with business that 
should have already been properly dealt with. This meeting 
was very productive, and groups got a fair piece of the pie. 
However, it would hring me much joy if the SBA would 
come to those same allocations and conclusions even if 
thert! weren't over 60 other studt!nts in attendance. My 
only suggestion for anyone going before the SBA board is 
to tape record the entire meeting, especially if you are 
given any money, because at least problems ofaccountabil­
ity could be kept to a minimum. 
So, all you fellow law students who are thinking about 
taking an SBA office in years to come, think about these 
issues because I intend to ask you about it (and I highly 
doubt that I will be the only one looking for answers). 
Accountability, starting from the top downward, is the key 
word for any incoming SBA board member for the 1996-
97 year. While I was impressed with some people at the 
meeting, I was disappointed by others. Come on folks, can 
we get it together? 
SOLAR sponsors filID series 
by Kristin Greeley, Asst. News Editor "Jane: An Abortion Service" is third in the series. It cording to Smith, will be shown on April 16. 
Students of Law For Animal Rights (SOLAR) is documents an underground abortion service that performed A second animal rights film will be shown the follow­
sponsoring a film series entitled "The Rights Movement." safe, inexpensive abortions prior to the 1973 Roe v. Wade ing week. This film addresses marine mammal protection 
The series runs from March 12 through April 30 and films decision. and the Sea Shepherd Conservation Society. The film's 
will be shown every Tuesday at 7:00p.m. in O'Brian Hall, The fourth installment in the series addresses issues of focus is on illegal whaling and fishing. 
Room 109 . Free soda and popcorn will be 
served. 
The scheduled films document a variety of 
social movements in recent history. The first 
two films, shown on March 12, dealt with the 
Civil Rights movement. Part of the "Eyes on the 
Prize'' documentary series, these films addressed 
topics ranging from the work of Martin Luther 
King, Jr. to the Black Panther movement. 
"About 25 people came to the first film," 
said SOLAR director Rob Smith, 3L. "People 
really enjoyed the films. I'm hoping it will pick 
"Human Rights in Central America" is 
the final film in the series. The film deals 
with the U.S. government's cover-upofatroci­
ties committed against Panamanian citizens 
auring the U.S.'s invasion, and the media's 
failure to report them. 
"SOLAR believes that the animal rights 
movement is in many ways an extension of 
history's ongoing rights movements" explains 
Smith, "Just as people at one time considered 
it ridiculous when people called for equal 
rights for African Americans and women, 
up momentum." 
The second film night, slated for March 26, shows 
the American Indian Movement and its leader, Leonard 
Peltier. It is believed that Peltier was framed by the F.B.I. 
and is considered a political prisoner of consciousness by 
some human rights groups. 
Environmental Protection with respect to the logging indus­
try. A short video of civil disobedience set to the music of 
Jane's Addiction will be shown after the movies. 
A film by People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals 
which "documents pointless and cruel head injury experi­
ments on primates at the University of Pennsylvania," ac-
many people currently do not believe that the animals we 
share this planet with are entitled to live out their lives 
without being used and exploited by humans." 
source: The Spectrum 
SBA focuses on pocketbooks continued from page I 
a first-come, first-serve basis. 
Acevedo's second motion stipulated that before the 
funds in the lecture line be converted to funds for general 
use, the SBA must hear all group proposals by groups 
requesting speakers' funding. 
The first motion passed, 16-2. The only "no" votes 
were from Craig Hurley-Leslie, 2L Class Director, and 
Sandy Fazili, 3L Class Director. 
The second motion also passed, 17-0, with one 
abstention. 
The next order of business was the task of hearing 
and debating the various student groups' request for 
funding. The first group to be heard was the National Trial 
Team, who needed funds for competing in Houston, 
Texas. 
The Association of Women Law Students requested 
start-up funds of $250. lLs Eileen Duggan and Erin 
Barclay are currently reviving the group. 
Thompson suggested that another organization not 
be using all of its budget might be willing to give AWLS 
some money, because of the SBA·s limited funding. 3L 
Class Director JoAnne Howlett suggested that PAGAN 
might be willing to give some of their unused funding to 
AWLS. 
The next order of busine.c;s was one that was dis­
cussed extensively at the previous meeting: Phi Alpha 
Delta International Law Fraternity's ["PAD"] financial 
situation. PAD member Harvey Siegel, 3Lwas present to 
try to explain the situation. 
As of February 28, PAD had a $859.41 deficit, due 
to outstanding bills from two advertisers in their 1994-95 
directory. 
Siegel had been in charge of the directory. He 
explained that he had been told to go to an SBA meeting 
last fall to ac;k for money for the directory, since adver­
tising fund" had not been collected. At the meeting, 
Siegel did not have his record._ with him and believed that 
both outstanding bills were for $450. In fact, only one ad 
cost $450, the second cost $65. 
These fund,; have yet to be collected from the adver­
tisers. 
HamBoussi said, "Until this is resolved, it's going to 
ht: discussed at evc::ry meeting." In the meantime, PAD's 
budget has been frozen in order to reimburse the SBA for its 
previous financial help to PAD. 
The Labor and Employment Law Society requested 
funding for their scholarship fundraiser, a party at the 
Lafayette Taproom, a speaker for their Spring Conference 
and funds to initiate their employment law project. The 
request totalled $335. 
The next topic ofdiscussion was the Annual Students of 
Color Recognition Dinner. The SBA had already allocated 
$2250 for the dinner. 
Black Law Students Association member and Dinner 
Planning committee member Roxanne Williams, 2L, re­
quested an additional $1668 to cover the cost of the dinner 
and honorarium for a keynote speaker. 
Williams said that the committee has sought funds 
from outside sources. "We have done ample work to make 
this convenient and affordable for students and any money 
we get back from outside sources, we would be willing to pay 
it back." said Williams. 
Another issue was iflast year's SBA had agreed to fully 
fund the dinner. 2L Menelik Alleyne said, "It was my 
understanding that when these groups went to the SBA at the 
end of last year when the budget lines were being allocated, 
that the budgets of these four groups were decreased be­
cause the SBA was going to fund this entire dinner." 
HamBoussi said, "We have less money. Thirty-one 
groups asked for money; thirty-one groups did not get what 
they wanted.. .l cannot personally see how we can fund a 
group completely after doing what we've done to everyone 
else." 
The next group to request funding was the Symposium 
for the Environmental Colloquium. "The Environmental 
Colloquium is a cla,;.,;," Thompson said, 'There is no way we 
should be paying for this." Their proposal was tabled. 
The A,;ian American Law Students A,;sociation ac;ked 
for $650 in order to bring UB Law alumnae Susan Soong 
here to speak and to host two other local speakers. 
The National Lawyers Guild requested funding for a 
speaker, Arthur Kinoy. The guild promised him an hono­
rarium; they requested $300. 
At the end of lac;t year, the SBA wa,; supposed to pay 
BPILP $5000, but that never happened. The SBA also 
promised to match fund,; with BPILP for their summer 
Public Interest Cooperative (Coop] program with SOLAR, 
LAELA,DvrF, ORCLES,andLALSA. 
BPILP president, 3L Leslie Platt, said, "We just want 
.... 
to make sure that we have enough money to fund our 
committments ... We're going to be bombarded with appli­
cations tomorrow and I'd hate to not be able to give 
anything." 
"Our first committment is to BPILP," HamBoussi 
said. 
2L Class Director Craig Hurley-Leslie moved that the 
SBA not rely on leftover funds from the various student 
groups to fund activities for the rest of the semester. "We 
could end up in the hole," Hurley-Leslie said. The pro­
posed motion passed. 
Motions were made to combine the capital expendi­
ture and lecture lines into one discretionary fund. The 
motions passed, giving the SBA $11,023 to allocate to 
student groups. $921 was immediately deducted from that 
figure to cover previous allocations. 
With the allocable money, the SBA fufilled its prom­
ise to BPI LP of both the $5000 it should have received last 
year and the $2500 for the Coop this year. 
The SBA gave the Students of Color Recognition 
Dinner their request of $1378 of funding was approved in 
order to give them enough to cover a contract for the dinner 
and a speaker. 
AWLS was given $150 in start-up fundc;, and voted to 
officially re-recognize the group. 
The Labor and Employment Law Society was given 
$145 to pay for the D.J. at their Scholarship Fundraiser. 
The Colloquium for the Environmental Symposium 
received nothing. The A,;ian American Law Students 
funding proposal was givt-n $130. 2L Flora Chan, AALSA 
President, said that the group would solicit outside fund­
ing. 
The National Lawyers' Guild wa,; given $175. 
The SBA wa,; left with $804. 
Hurley-Leslie moved that the SBA notify student 
groups of their financial situation and encourage groups to 
return fundc; to the SBA that they do not plan on using. 
The motion passed and the meeting was FINAU.. Y .... 
adjourned at 12:24 a.m. The next SBA meeting is sched­
uled for March 28, 1996. 
---
-- -
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BAR REVIEW 
ATTENTION 1996 GRADS 
WE HAVE AlREADY AWARDED MORE THAN 
$200,000 OF THE $250,000 IN OUR 
SCHOlARSHIP FUND. DUE TO THIS · 
OVERWHElMING RESPONSE, WE HAVE 
AllOCATED EVEN MORE MONEY. 
WE Will BE ACCEPTING NEW 
APPLICATIONS THROUGH 
MARCH 31, 1996. 
WE Will BE AWARDING 
SCHOLARSHIPS IN VARYING AMOUNTS 
UP TO $500 EACH TOWARD YOUR 
BAR/BBi BAR REVIEW TUITION. 
YOU NEED NOT BE ENROllED . 
TOAPPlYI 
